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2 PARTS
PART1: Lecture on one sentence about
the wickedness of sustainability
PART 2: Group discussion on its impact on 










‘wicked problems’ that require
transdisciplinarity and





@AllGreenOffices Social problems are a 




Poverty in the World (2016)





@AllGreenOffices Sustainability thinking is 














• This relates to the impact of human activities 
measured in terms of the area of biologically 
productive land and water required to produce the 
goods consumed and to assimilate the wastes 
generated (in global hectares)
• The ‘fair earth share’ is (maximum) 1,8 hectares
• What is average per capita now
(on global level)?
2,7 hectares
• What is average EF of Belgians? 7 hectares !




@AllGreenOffices Sustainability is about
ecological and social concerns at the same
time. #thegoodlifewithinlimits










 intra- & intergenerational solidarity
• Quality of life / the good life






‘wicked problems’ that require
transdisciplinarity and
a system transition approach.
Sentence
Tweet 4
@AllGreenOffices There’s no fixed
















Mapping of views on sustainability
[figuur: Hopwood et al., 2005, p, 41]
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[figuur: Hopwood et al., 2005, p, 41]
Mapping of views on sustainability
[figuur: Hopwood et al., 2005, p, 41]
De / post-growth
mouvement
Economy of the Common Good
Doughnut economy












Because of rebound effect
Reallocation & compensation
E.g. ecological debt vs. financial debt
Dematerialisation & eco-efficiëncy










‘wicked problems’ that require
transdisciplinarity and



































@AllGreenOffices Wicked issues benefit from a 








‘wicked problems’ that require
transdisciplinarity and
a system transition approach.
Sentence
Tweet 7
@AllGreenOffices You cannot easily plan 

























































Transitions: a result of multilevel dynamics
Policy
Regime: dominant structures, 
practices, culture. Path dependencies 
and lock-in. Dynamically stable. 
Landscape developments put 
pressure on the regime and 
stimulate niches
Small actor networks support 
innovations. Expectations, 
visions, learning. 
Configurations break through: landscape 
pressure, niche improvements, 
destabilisation regime. Long-term 
processes, going through different stages.
New regime: actors, 
technology, policy, 
practices, culture etc.  
Logic behind transition studies
• Concentrate on socio-technical systems.
• How? By fundamentally changing the regimes at 
the heart of these systems. 
• How do systems change? Through multi-level 
dynamics, with involvement of a lot of actors. 
Transitions are characterised by high complexity 
and uncertainty in future developments.
• Is it possible to steer transitions? Due to the 
characteristics in 3, no command-and-control is 
possible. However, it may be possible to influence 






‘wicked problems’ that require
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PART1: Lecture on one sentence about
the wickedness of sustainability
PART 2: Group discussion on its impact on 





The socio-technical regime of the
education system at universities?
DISCUSSION 2 
Towards a more sustainable




Landscape: which trends influence the
education system?
DISCUSSION 4 
What are internal contradictions of 




Niches: which (mature) innovations put 
pressure on the education system?
DISCUSSION 6 
Policy entrepreneurs: 
who is able to couple streams 
and create windows of opportunity?
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